
Pinsent Masons Consultation Response
EBA Draft Guidelines on Outsourcing Arrangements

As an international law firm that has significant experience acting for both financial institutions and outsourcing providers, we have

provided the comments below to assist the European Banking Authority ("EBA") in providing greater clarity to those organisations in

respect of the outsourcing regulatory framework.

1. Are the guidelines regarding the subject matter, scope, including the applications of the
guidelines to electronic money institutions and payment institutions, definitions and
implementation appropriate and sufficiently clear?

Subject matter

The EBA's legal basis for providing guidelines in respect of third party arrangements that do not concern critical or important functions is
not clear. We appreciate the EBA's intention to create a harmonised framework for regulatory compliance across the financial services
sector. However, the EBA should avoid creating expectations for competent authorities in an area that may not be within scope of
existing EU legislation.

As the MiFID II framework limits its focus to requirements for outsourcing arrangements that relate to critical and important functions,
to introduce guidelines relating to outsourcing arrangements that do not relate to critical and important functions goes beyond the role
of a European supervisory authority in respect of powers to make guidelines in relation to MiFID II – the EBA is, in effect, creating
additional requirements rather than providing guidelines, an activity which should be done at the legislative level in accordance with the
requirements for establishing EU laws.

The guidelines would also be clearer if the EBA provides guidance on the expectations the words "every effort to comply" are intended to
create, as the phrase is used in Article 16(3) of Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010 in respect of financial institutions.

More clarity as to the legal basis for the guidelines, and the extent to which efforts to comply are necessary, would reduce the time and
cost involved in negotiating outsourcing arrangements – particularly where organisations from third countries are involved, whether in a
group company or supplier context. These organisations often need to be brought up to speed on the EU regulatory framework and in its
current form, many organisations cannot understand how the MiFID II regulatory framework for outsourcing, the CRD framework for
internal governance and the PSD2 framework for payment services fit together.

Scope – outsourcing definition

The definition of "outsourcing" set out in the guidelines does not provide a sufficient basis for institutions to assess whether a third party
arrangement falls within or outside the scope of the guidelines.

We understand that the EBA has chosen to include a definition of outsourcing which closely reflects the language provided in Delegated
Regulation (EU) 2017/565 (which supplements MiFID II) and that the words "that would otherwise be undertaken by the institution..."
replicate those that appear in that definition. We also appreciate that a similar concept is used in guidelines and legislation used in other
jurisdictions. However, in an IT context, these words create confusion. As IT services continue to evolve, particularly cloud-based ones,
there are many activities which are commonly viewed as ones that in a practical sense would never be undertaken by the institution.
Accordingly, we recommend the EBA clarify that, where an IT service is not critical for the provision of continuous and satisfactory



service to clients, it should not be considered one that "would otherwise be undertaken by the institution" and consequently fall outside
the definition of outsourcing.

Paragraph 23 of the guidelines also needs to be made more consistent with Article 30(2) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/565. The
EBA should specify that all non-critical or important third party arrangements which create operational risk at levels similar to or lower
than that of the provision of the types of services listed in Article 30(2) should not be considered outsourcing. It is inconsistent to
suggest that the purchase of some of the services listed (for example, legal services) should be subject to a different set of regulatory
guidelines from others set out in those list.

Sub-outsourcing

We recommend that the definition of "sub-outsourcing" be redrafted so that it more closely reflects the definition of outsourcing and
does not introduce a separate concept of 'transferring' a process, service or activity to another service provider. The concept of
'transferring' is unclear, particularly in a cloud context.

2. Are the guidelines regarding Title I appropriate and sufficiently clear?

We support the view that the guidelines do not give enough consideration to the practicalities of intragroup outsourcing arrangements

particularly in respect of due diligence requirements.

3. Are the guidelines in Title II and, in particular, the safeguards ensuring that competent
authorities are able to effectively supervise activities and services of institutions and payment
institutions that require authorisation or registration (i.e. the activities listed in Annex I of
Directive 2013/36/EU and the payment services listed in Annex I of Directive (EU)
2366/2015) appropriate and sufficiently clear or should additional safeguards be introduced?

We do not consider that these guidelines are appropriate and sufficiently clear.

In our view, paragraph 22 is clearly inconsistent with the definition of "outsourcing" and should be revised. In drafting this paragraph, we

assume that the EBA has perhaps sought to address circumstances where an institution (such as, for example, a 'digital' or 'online only'

bank) cannot rely on the fact that it is not practically capable of performing as many functions as a more 'established' institution when

making an assessment of what it considers to be "outsourcing" (and, by extension, what it considers to be an outsourcing of a critical or

important function). However, in making this point in the manner in which it has, the EBA has made it logically impossible for an

institution to assess whether an arrangement with a third party falls within the definition of outsourcing.

Indeed, it cannot be said that an institution could "outsource" a process, service or activity (within the meaning of that definition) if it

would not be able to perform it by itself. Engaging a service provider to perform a process, service or activity which it would not be able

to perform itself would, in our view, be regarded as a matter of procurement/ purchasing more broadly and should be outside the scope

of these guidelines.

We recommend that the final sentence of paragraph 22 is removed, as it is likely to drive institutions to (i) take an overly cautious

approach to outsourcing, and categorise services which would more properly be described as general procurement and licensing

arrangements, as "outsourcings", and (ii) as a consequence, apply the full rigour of some guidelines to those general procurement and

licensing arrangements, which would not be a proportionate outcome; would increase the compliance burden for institutions, as well as



the time to negotiate/ conclude contracts; and would operate to stifle the implementation of institutions' digitisation strategies, and

innovation in the sector more widely.

In addition, the guidelines are unclear as to which guidelines apply to outsourcing of (i) critical or important functions, (ii) non-critical or

important functions, or (iii) both critical and non-critical (or important/ non-important) functions. Combined with the broad definition

of "outsourcing", this could lead competent authorities in different member states to take different (and potentially conflicting)

positions on what falls within scope of non-critical or important outsourced functions, which would clearly act against a core objective of

the guidelines (to harmonise outsourcing rules across the EU).

To provide the necessary level of clarity and certainty to both institutions and service providers, and enable institutions to focus their

financial and human resources on applying to guidelines to arrangements in a proportionate and risk-based manner to critical or

important outsourcings, we call on the EBA to dis-apply the guidelines entirely with regard to the outsourcing of non-critical or

important functions. It is not, for example, clear to us why it would be necessary for an institution to maintain a detailed record of non-

critical/ important outsourcings, as this will not enable competent authorities to monitor operational and concentration risk in the

banking industry in any meaningful way. It is also not an efficient use of their resources.

Furthermore, we believe that this broad application of the guidelines will have the effect of stifling competition between small and large

technology providers, on the basis that smaller providers will likely not have the financial or operational resources (or bargaining power

with larger suppliers in their supply chain) in order to meet the requests of institutions seeking to implement the guidelines to their

arrangements with those providers (which may well fall outside the scope of what we would consider to be "outsourcing", as we have

outlined above). In turn, this may create an uneven "playing field" by making it more challenging for small providers to meet these

requests, meaning they are forced to focus on clients outside of financial services. This cannot be in the interests of the banking industry

given it would leave institutions with less choice.

5. Are the guidelines in Sections 5-7 of Title III appropriate and sufficiently clear?

We do not consider that these guidelines are appropriate and sufficiently clear.

It is not explained – and it is not clear how an institution would objectively assess – the difference between a "conflict of interest"

(paragraph 37) and a "material conflict of interest" (paragraph 38), the latter requiring "appropriate measures" to be taken. We call on

the EBA to (i) explain, or at least provide objective criteria to enable an institution to assess, what would elevate a "conflict of interest"

to a "material conflict of interest", and (ii) provide more clarity (with examples) as to what "appropriate measures" the EBA expects

institutions to put in place in those circumstances.

6. Are the guidelines in Sections 8 regarding the documentation
requirements appropriate and sufficiently clear?

We consider that the documentation requirements, in so far as they relate to the outsourcing of

non-critical or important functions, are too onerous and will not have the desired effect of

assisting competent authorities monitor levels of concentration and undue operational

risk. The administrative burden which these requirements place on institutions is

significant – particularly in paragraph (a)(ii) and (iii).



The extension of the documentation requirements in paragraph 47(b) to "all sub-service providers" is not appropriate and should be

limited only to sub-outsourcing of arrangements which could materially impair the institution's continuing compliance with its

regulatory obligations, financial performance or soundness or continuity of its services. Our suggested approach would be more

consistent with the provisions of the regulatory framework.

We also consider that, in view of the need for the guidelines to respect the principle of technology neutrality, it is inappropriate to

specify different rules in paragraph 47(c) for "outsourcing to cloud service providers" in addition to outsourcings relating to critical and

important functions.

7. Are the guidelines in Sections 9.1 regarding the assessment of criticality or importance of
functions appropriate and sufficiently clear?

We do not think that the final sentence of paragraph 50 is appropriate. Where an outsourcing arrangement is assessed as not materially

impacting on an institution's continuing compliance with its regulatory obligations, financial performance or soundness or continuity of

its services, whether it relates to a core business line should not be viewed as a determinative factor. Assessing outsourcing

arrangements in this manner may create an inconsistency with the underlying approach of the MiFID II framework, which does not

address outsourcing arrangements which are immaterial to the relevant risks identified in Article 30 of the Delegated Regulation (EU)

2017/565.

8. Are the guidelines in Section 9.2 regarding the due diligence process appropriate and
sufficiently clear?

We do not consider that these guidelines are appropriate and sufficiently clear.

As a general comment, the EBA should clarify whether it intends that the due diligence guidelines apply to both critical/ important

outsourcings and non-critical/ important outsourcings, and whether the proportionality principle in Title I should apply (in which case,

institutions should have discretion to whether, and what extent, it applies these guidelines to non-critical/ important outsourcings). The

application of these guidelines to non-critical/ important outsourcings would increase the compliance burden for both institutions and

service providers in circumstances where the risk has been assessed to be low or negligible. In addition, we understand that many

smaller service providers will encounter significant logistical challenges in meeting comprehensive due diligence requests made by banks

in an effort to meet these guidelines, especially in the case of non-critical/ important outsourcings. The EBA will note that we have

therefore called for it to dis-apply the guidelines entirely with regard to the outsourcing of non-critical or important functions (see

question 3).

With regard to paragraph 54, it would be helpful if the EBA could provide more detail and/ or criteria to enable institutions to assess

what information would be sufficient to satisfy the matters listed – for example, what level of due diligence into a service provider's

"financial situation" or "group structure" does the EBA expect banks to carry out? An additional level of clarity would help to unlock

challenging contract negotiations due to service providers interpreting this guideline more restrictively than institutions, and perceiving

institutions to be asking for more information than they should be permitted to receive (for example, due to confidentiality restrictions).

10. Are the guidelines in Section 10 regarding the contractual phase appropriate and
sufficiently clear; do the proposals relating to the exercise of access and audit rights give rise



to any potential significant legal or practical challenges for institutions and payment
institutions?

We do not consider that these guidelines are appropriate and sufficiently clear.

Paragraph 65 – right to object, and termination rights

Paragraph 65(j) requires the outsourcing agreement to "ensure, where appropriate, that the institution or payment institution has the

right to object against intended sub-outsourcing or that an explicit approval is required".

In our view, this requirement would not be easy for institutions to negotiate with cloud service providers, especially because the 'right to

object' (and the rationale for its inclusion here) is not explained further by the EBA, meaning that its intended impact in terms of

mitigating risk is not clear, and banks are left without a solid basis on which to articulate compelling arguments for its inclusion.

The institution engaged in outsourcing must also "ensure that [it has] the contractual right to terminate the agreement in case of undue

sub-outsourcing".

In our view, when the 'right to object' guideline is read alongside the 'right to terminate', it could be argued that the right to object

provides nothing more than a vehicle for raising a complaint that can be ignored by service providers.

This interpretation of the guideline is in line with the qualified right which controllers have to object to the engagement of new or

replacement sub-processors by their processors under Article 28 of the General Data Protection Regulation ("GDPR"), where a 'general

authorisation' to sub-processing is granted by the controller. We consider that this position is now well-understood by both controllers

and processors, and in our experience those parties are able to agree contractual wording relatively promptly.

However, what the right to object under these guidelines means in practice remains unclear. It is also unclear when the EBA considers it

would be "appropriate" for the right to object to be included in outsourcing agreements. This vague wording has potential to be

interpreted very differently across institutions and their service providers, which could lead to contract negotiations becoming

unnecessarily protracted.

We call on the EBA to provide further clarity as to (i) the rationale for including the right to object, (ii) the intended consequences where

an institution exercises its right to object, and (iii) when it would be "appropriate" to include a right to object in the outsourcing

agreement.

In terms of the right to terminate, it is also unclear what would constitute "undue sub-outsourcing". Paragraph 67 sets out two examples

of when this may occur, but has otherwise not defined the concept. Given that termination rights are often a key area of contention in

contract negotiations, both institutions and service providers would benefit from greater clarity as to the term "undue sub-outsourcing".

While we accept that it will likely be clear where the service provider "sub-outsources without notifying the institution or the payment

institution" – as this should be an objective termination trigger – it is less clear from the guidelines what information an institution would

be required to obtain to meaningfully determine when the sub-outsourcing "material[ly] increases the risks" and satisfy itself that the

trigger for termination under this guideline is met. In that regard, it would be helpful if the EBA updated paragraph 65(e) to include

objective categories of information that the outsourcing provider should provide to the institution to enable it to carry out its risk

assessment (as referenced in paragraph 65(f)). We believe this will (i) ensure that institutions are able to carry out a more informed and



meaningfully risk assessment, and (ii) provide greater certainty to the parties as to when the institution's right to terminate should be

triggered.

Looking at termination more closely, in paragraph 24 of the EBA's recommendations on outsourcing to cloud service providers, the

termination right is limited only to circumstances where the planned changes would have an adverse effect on the risk assessment.

However, by providing a non-exclusive list of examples in paragraph 65 here, in our view the EBA has opened up the prospect of

institutions asking for broader rights to terminate in their outsourcing agreements, driven purely by the need to be seen to be compliant

with this guideline, rather than as a result of their assessment of the risks – something that we expect likely resisted by cloud providers in

contract negotiations.

It is also unclear, in paragraph 67, whether there could be a proposed sub-outsourcing which could "have material adverse effects on the

critical or important outsourcing arrangement" but which would not "lead to a material increase of risk", and vice versa. It would be

helpful if the EBA could clarify whether it is seeking to draw any distinction between these two subjective standards. This clarification

will be crucial because paragraph 65(h) does not actually require termination where the sub-outsourcing has "material adverse effects on

the critical or important outsourcing arrangement"; only where the sub-outsourcing "materially increases the risks". The result is that

paragraphs 65(h) and 67 are not aligned, meaning that institutions will not be clear on how they should articulate this right to

termination in their contracts.

For those reasons, we consider that this termination right is likely to be a key area of contention in contract negotiations and may in

particular act as a barrier to uptake of cloud solutions. We call on the EBA to provide further clarity on the term "undue sub-

outsourcing", with clear, objective examples of what would be treated as "undue sub-outsourcings".

Paragraph 72 – "any other person"

Paragraph 72 provides that the service provider should grant the institution, its competent authorities and "any other person", 'access

rights' and 'audit rights'.

It is unclear what the EBA is intending by including the term "any other person". In our view, this term is unnecessarily broad and lacks

the necessary level of specificity to give service providers comfort that such "other persons" will be appointed appropriately, and will be

suitably qualified and independent. This will be of particular concern to cloud service providers which, given the nature of their services

and wider business model, will have wider concerns around confidentiality and security (both of their own systems/data, and the

systems/ data of their other customers).

While we note that paragraph 80 of the consultation states that where there is high complexity, the person “performing the audit –

either its internal auditors, the pool of auditors or external auditors acting in its behalf – [should] have appropriate relevant skills and

knowledge to perform relevant audits and/or assessments effectively”, and could arguably act as a sensible limit on who could be

appointed more generally, paragraph 72 appears to take a much wider approach with the concept of “any other person”.

We would therefore welcome clarification from the EBA as to what other third parties the EBA is referring to in this guideline.

Paragraph 72(a) and (b) – 'access rights' and 'audit rights'

We consider the scope of these rights to be unrealistically broad in the context of cloud services, and not palatable to a significant

proportion of cloud providers. For example, cloud providers are unlikely to agree to permit all institutions to have access to "the full



range of devices, systems, networks, information and data used for providing the outsourced process, service or activity", given the

security and confidentiality issues which would arise, as well as the logistical challenges involved in arranging such access for thousands

(or tens of thousands) of institutions. Additionally, the relative value of an on-site audit needs to be questioned, where inspection of

premises and physical hardware will not provide the institution with the information it requires to assess the actual state of security

applied to protect its data.

In our view, the requirement to obtain unrestricted 'access rights' and 'audit rights' may also serve to create practical and operational

barriers for smaller (SaaS) providers looking to offer services to the banking industry, particularly where they host their solutions on the

IT infrastructure of larger technology providers, but cannot flow these access/ audit rights down to them, due to relative lack of

bargaining power. In turn, this may result in a lack of competition, particularly in respect of cloud services, which cannot be in the

interests of the banking industry.

Paragraph 75 – pooled audits

While we welcome the pragmatism of the EBA in proposing the use of pooled audits, we have concerns around their effectiveness and

usefulness in the context of an outsourcing of critical/ important functions to the cloud. Our understanding from institutions is that, in

these circumstances, given the criticality of the arrangement, it is likely that a more bespoke solution will have been agreed (private,

rather than public, cloud), meaning that the usefulness of a pooled audit becomes limited – an institution will want an audit right which

is as bespoke as its solution, rather than a general pooled right where the effectiveness of the audit assessment for its arrangement is

questionable.

In any case, the stated purpose of the pooled audit right (to "use audit resources more effectively and to decrease the organisational

burden on both the clients and the service provider") becomes much less meaningful in light of the requirement to "retain the

contractual right to perform individual audits at [the institution's] discretion". This will not give cloud service providers confidence that

audit rights will be exercised in a proportionate and resourceful manner, given that each institution may still exercise its individual audit

right at any time. We consider this will create friction during contract negotiations and act as a potential barrier to the uptake of cloud

services by institutions.

11. Are the guidelines in Section 11 regarding the oversight on outsourcing arrangements
appropriate and sufficiently clear?

We do not consider that these guidelines are appropriate and sufficiently clear.

In particular, we believe that the interpretation and application of paragraph 88 will be contentious between institutions and service

providers. This is because, as it is currently worded, the guideline does not lend itself well to clear and precise contract drafting, and it is

possible to apply different interpretations to the terminology used. For example:

 the term "indication" is not clarified in any detail, so it is unclear whether this should manifest as a formal notification by the

service provider; a passing observation by the institution; or both.

 it is not clear whether the failure to carry out the outsourced critical or important function "effectively" should, in effect,

translate as a material breach of the outsourcing agreement – or can this be a lower threshold, like the failure to meet a service

level/ KPI in a particular month?



 what is a "shortcoming" – again, should this be treated as a material breach, a failure to meet a service level/ KPI, or something

else?

 in a cloud context, the taking of "appropriate corrective or remedial actions" is likely to translate into action plans (including an

opportunity to re-perform the failure) and payment of service credits. In the context of cloud service provider's failure, a

termination right is likely only to be obtainable where the cloud service provider commits a material breach of the outsourcing

agreement. However, paragraph 88 implies that a termination right should always be included, notwithstanding that the

trigger is unclear.

Therefore, applying an "institution-friendly" interpretation of the wording could conceivably arrive at a contractual position where the

institution has a right to immediately terminate the outsourcing agreement because the service provider has failed to meet a service

level in a particular month. This will not be palatable to cloud services providers and, equally, they may argue that a more restrictive

reading of paragraph 88 should apply. This lack of clarity or specificity is therefore likely to prolong contract negotiations, and

potentially act as a barrier to the uptake of cloud solutions in particular. We call on the EBA to clarify (with examples) the circumstances

in which the termination right in paragraph 88 should apply.

15. Is the template in Annex I appropriate and sufficiently clear?

The requirement under paragraph 47(c)(ix) to outline in the register "the cloud service [we assume this to mean IaaS, PaaS or SaaS] and

deployment models, i.e. public/private/hybrid/community":

 will be difficult for institutions to assess and document in all cases, given that complex cloud solutions may be difficult to

neatly categorise in this manner and/ or may evolve over time; and

 is in direct conflict with a stated objective of the EBA's recommendations on outsourcing to cloud providers that "instead of

providing specific guidance for specific types of cloud outsourcing (e.g. SaaS, IaaS and PaaS), the EBA prefers, as far as possible,

to introduce technology-neutral and future-proof recommendations."

In addition, given the nature of cloud services (where they are provided on a globalised basis with data being sliced, dispersed and stored

in data centres across a multitude of locations worldwide), specifying the countries where the service is to be performed, and the

countries where the data is stored, will be challenging for institutions to document and may leave them with no option but to draft their

register entries in such broad terms as to be meaningless.

We therefore recommend that this requirement in paragraph 47(c)(ix) is removed, and that the template in Annex I is revised

accordingly.
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